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Objectives:

At the end of the course the students will be able to:
1. Understand the meaning, definition, Nature and scope of history.
2. Understand the Aims, objectives and values of teaching history.
3. Understand the importance and Steps of lesson planning
4. Develop skill and competence to translate general objectives into performance.
5. Demonstrate the important methods of teaching History by selecting appropriate learning contents.
6. Develop the characteristics of an Ideal History teacher.
7. Develop familiarity with history room, its equipments and understand the role of textbooks in teaching history.

Unit-I History, Its Nature and Scope

1. Meaning and definition of history
2. Nature of history
3. Modern concept of history
4. Scope of history
5. Status of the history

Unit-II: Aims, objectives and values of teaching history and Lesson Planning

1. Aims of teaching of history.
2. Objectives of teaching of history.
3. Values of teaching of history.
4. Lesson Planning: Need and importance of lesson planning
5. Steps in lesson planning

Unit-III: Methods of Teaching History

1. Story telling method: merits and demerits
2. Discussion method: merits and demerits
3. Source method: merits and demerits
4. Unit method: merits and demerits
5. Teaching Aids: meaning, importance and types of teaching aids.

CBCS/CFSD (03-03-16)
Unit-IV: History teacher, history room and textbooks

1. Characteristics of an ideal history teacher
2. Essential equipments for a history room
3. Place of textbooks in teaching of history
4. Characteristics of good textbook in history
5. Advantages of textbooks
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3. Chaudhary, K.P. (1975): The effective teaching of history in India, New Delhi, NCERT.